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there is no need to download any patches unless you want to update
only one mod to v1.5 or v2.0. the end of the mod is basically a

backwards compatibility patch for all mods from v0.17. just pick any
mod from the miscellaneous section of the patch selection tool and it

should do it. in case you have the 32-bit version, after updating to
v2.0 you'll need to open the twc32 patch and apply it to the original
v1.0 patch as they made several changes to the way twc32 works. if
you have the 64-bit version, the existing mod is compatible with the
new version, so you can just upgrade and keep using your mod. in
case you don't know what versions of all your mods are, open the
miscellaneous section of the patch selection tool and choose the

"show patch information for.. [mod]" option. it will list all the installed
mods and their versions and the patch they require for an update to

the latest version. also, right-click on any mods and choose the
"install mod" option to update them to the latest versions if you wish

to. now, in case you have issues with your mods, you may want to
check out the wiki page for your mod to find solutions for common
problems. if you have any issues with the download, try to use a
download manager such as getright . hello all, i got my copy of

royalty and it installed perfectly but i have only 2 problems. one with
the crash fix mod download and one is with kingdom's. firstly with the

crash fix mod. all is well, i have successfully updated a mod to the
v2.0 (as far as i know). the only problem i have is that the mod that i
want to install the v2.0 patch of has a crash fix mod listed. it seems
that it has a v2.0 mod in it, but it is a new mod. i have installed the
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kingdom's patch but have not been able to download it from the
game. i see it listed in the patch list but no patch found and when i

select the mod then a download popup comes up, it says that
kingdom's patch isn't available. the only thing that i don't understand
is that the mod that i am trying to install has a crash fix mod in it so

why is it there, but no patch for the same mod is listed? if anyone can
help that would be great! thanks and kind regards, mr_hobo16
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so lets get to the fix. first, i would recommend backing up your tatw
folder. then, download and install medieval2fix. then, open it and load
the medieval2.exe file. it will ask you to save the game. since the file

is not found, hit no. then, it will ask you to locate the file. select
medieval2.exe from your tatw folder, and hit browse. navigate to the
location of the medieval2.exe file that you just installed. hit ok. once

that is complete, you should see this message. if you do not, it means
the file is damaged or corrupted, and it is recommended that you

delete and reinstall medieval2fix. it will overwrite the corrupt file with
a working one, and in return, you wont have to fix it manually. after
doing some research, it is pretty much confirmed that if you load the
autosave in the middle of a campaign you will kill parts of the script -
this is because of the medieval 2 engine and will affect all mods. this

is especially bad in regard to missions, as you can kill the entire
mission chain youre working on. not to mention you will screw up

proper character aging, historic characters coming of age scripts, as
well as the recruitment limitation script. so lets get to the fix. first, i
would recommend backing up your tatw folder. then, download and
install medieval2fix. then, open it and load the medieval2.exe file. it

will ask you to save the game. since the file is not found, hit no. then,
it will ask you to locate the file. select medieval2.exe from your tatw
folder, and hit browse. navigate to the location of the medieval2.exe
file that you just installed. hit ok. once that is complete, you should

see this message. 5ec8ef588b
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